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Cite-when-you-write function

Downloading the word processor plugin:
http://www.zotero.org/support/word_processor_plugin_installation_for_zotero_2.1

1. The icons
2. Document preferences
3. Quick format citation dialogue
4. Customizing citations
5. Citations with multiple cited items
6. Switch to the “Classic View”
7. Insert and edit the bibliography
Creating timelines

1. Creating timelines
2. Understanding timelines
3. Moving around your timelines
4. Manipulating timelines
Creating Zotero maps

Downloading the Zotero Maps plugin:
https://github.com/schuyler/zotero-maps

1. Introduction
2. Installation
3. General use
Tips and Tricks

1. Highlighting selected items in the collections
2. Expanding and collapsing library collections
3. Displaying the number of selected items
4. Transforming the text of titles and publishers
5. Quick copy items
6. Shortcut for adding creators
7. Search tips
8. Tag-function tips
9. Including images in notes
Managing more than one Zotero library

1. Starting the Profile Manager
2. Creating a profile
3. Removing a profile
4. Renaming a profile
Introduction to Zotfile

Downloading the Zotfile plugin:
https://github.com/jlegewie/zotfile

1. Overview
2. Installation
3. Extracting annotations from PDF files
4. Changing the source folder for attaching new files
5. Setting other options
6. Attaching new files to Zotero items
7. Renaming and moving attachments based on Zotero metadata
8. Syncing PDFs with your iPad or Android tablet
Introduction to Papermachine

Downloading the Papermachine plugin:
https://github.com/chrisjr/papermachines

1. Overview
2. Prerequisites
3. Installation
4. Usage
5. What Papermachine can help you do
Sorting a bibliography by type

1. What Zotero does by default
2. Prerequisite
3. Finding the cite styles
   Library>Application support>Firefox>[whatever].default>Zotero>Style
4. Modifying the cite-style code